
Revels 24th April 2022 
 

 
 

Revels Fisheries Match Report 

After 11 anglers plus 2 supporting members tucked into a super breakfast at the Airfield 

Tavern we were all set for the journey to Revels the 2nd points match. After arrival pools 

were paid we had 23 anglers eager for the draw, I checked in with the shop to confirm the 

numbers and we had 15 pegged on Main and 8 on Dead tree. The draw took place and I was 

on Peg 48 on dead tree, I didn’t have a clue of what the peg had in store for me! After 

loading my gear on the trolley I set off to find I was pegged next to Roy “The Lead” Worth, 

and Steve “The Pole Parker”, With Terry, The Grand Wizard and Dave on the opposite bank 

and Josh and Marco along from Roy. GW sounded the whistle at 10:15. As this was a points 

match I wanted to catch skimmers so I set up two lines at 13m and one at top 2+2 micros 

and groundbait with dead and live maggots on the side tray, first put in I had a nice roach on 

single maggot then a flurry of perch.. Roy was across the far side and hooked a lump only for 

it to break free with all his end gear swimming off in the distance. I witnessed a few fish 

being landed but the vibe going around the lakes was it was fishing hard. Maybe the 

overnight and early morning rain storms had an effect and the fish just weren’t in the mood 

for a munch. Neil Purchase appeared and said that it was slow on the main lake. Roy 

changed to fish the lead and picked up a few lumps, I had a go on the method much to the 

laughter of Roy as the big splosh sent ripples across the lake!!!  

 

At the Weigh in it was evident that the lake was fishing hard Roy winning with 18lb 8oz, 

Chris White 8lb 10oz and Steve Parker 8lb 9oz. My weight was a measly 3lb 2oz  

 

After returning to the car and chatting to the guys it was a similar story over on Main Lake 

as lots were struggling for bites. The weights on Main Dave Chidzoy 48lb 12oz, Jamie “The 

Dinosaur” Rich 22lb 13oz and Andy Burns 20lb 2oz, with Mike Goad having an impressive 

silvers bag on the day of 8lb 9oz. 

 

Well done to everyone another great day with plenty of laughs and Banter 

 

Big Thank you to all who helped with the running of the day, those that helped with 

weighing in and supporting the Draw. 

 

Thanks to Revels and all the anglers who are supporting these Matches 

 


